Your Partner For Success

We know that topside construction is only one facet of your overall project, and we are experts at integrating our processes into your broader scope to meet your greatest goals.

Exterran is well known for being a skilled team player, which means that when you are our client, we can be a vital partner in helping you deliver for your own clients. We regularly work on projects that ultimately will be delivered to the world’s largest oil & gas companies. We serve your needs so you can serve theirs.

Safety above all else.

When you work with Exterran, there are no compromises in quality, capability, expertise, professionalism, and especially safety. Our operation is widely recognized for consistently achieving industry-leading health, safety and environmental performance.

Face head-on to market, no matter what challenge you’re facing, Exterran has you covered. We are a worldwide leader in full-service natural gas compression. We’re also a top-tier provider of equipment and services for offshore production, gas processing, produced water treatment and aftermarket parts and services. When you go with Exterran, you’re getting the resources to ensure your operation is better managed from the ground up.

For starters, we bring extensive capabilities to every major oil & gas region on the planet. This worldwide reach, bolstered by our steadfast commitment to serving your every need, means we can tackle the toughest projects in more places and with more speed than any other company. That’s why operators around the world continually count on us as a vital partner in the success of their projects.

Build your FPSO topside with more confidence and less risk.
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Unmatched Capability and Rigor

We invite you to show us your challenging scope of work, and we will expertly guide you through the best way to handle it. With specialized groups for Project Management, Engineering, Quality, Production and Supply Chain, Exterran is structured to optimize project workflows, efficiencies and delivery times.

We understand that FPSOs must work in some of the world’s harshest environments, and we provide the rigorous attention to detail needed for high-spec offshore operations. We provide specialized engineering for the topsides structure, pressure vessel and piping. Plus our engineers utilize the most advanced hardware and software packages to create the fabrication drawings.

Throughout the entire project experience we manage project elements and schedules to the finest detail to ensure we produce a top-quality product, on time.

Our Quality group is staffed with inspectors who hold the CSWIP 3.2 / CSWIP 3.1, NACE Certification and ASNT/PCN RI Level II standards.

The Resources To Deliver

Exterran has the site capacities to work large projects. In fact, our numbers speak for themselves. Our state-of-the-art facility covers 44,788 square meters and includes 7,500 square meters of covered workshops. We employ a large workforce and have access to additional labor to suit project requirements. Our location sits on 260 meters of waterfront in Singapore, an ideal location for efficiently integrating topsides onto vessels. Exterran has additional, fabrication and manufacturing facilities strategically located around the world.

Beyond our own well-qualified workforce, we also have long-term exclusive partnerships with the region’s best subcontractors for blasting, painting, passive fire protection, machining, post-weld heat treatment, insulation, laboratory work and more.

Our people understand all the complexities that go into specifying the right materials, welding technologies and fabrication approaches. We regularly build topside modules that meet performance specifications for the most unforgiving locations. All of this expertise means less risk for you.

Experience with all topside modules.
- Gas Compression
- Gas Treatment
- Water Injection
- Power Generation
- Triethylene Glycol (TEG)
- Methyl Ethyl Glycol (MEG)
- Oil Separation and Dehydration
- Flare Knock-Out (KO)
- Laydowns
- Chemical Injection
- Mooring Systems
- Turrets
- And Many Others

We hold all required quality certificates.
- ISO 9001
- ISO 14001
- OSHA 18001
- National Board License
- ASME U Stamp
- ASME U2 Stamp
- ASME S Stamp

No matter where in the world you are deploying FPSOs, the place to start is Singapore, with Exterran Offshore. We provide full-service construction of FPSO topsides like no other company.

Exterran has the capabilities to build any type of topside you may need. We also build subsea manifolds, buoys and skidded packages. Plus we handle all of the intricate piping between modules, including those requiring exotic materials.

Exterran has experience performing all types of complex fabrication and assembly. When major operators need to build large, critical-application equipment, they come to us time after time. That’s because handling construction complexity is business as usual for Exterran. It is what we do all day, every day.

When you partner with us, you’re getting extensive technical expertise, experience and resources, which lowers your project and schedule risks. You get exceptional quality, assured reliability and a proven track record of performance.

In short, you’re able to get the job done right, on time and on budget. This is a reputation we have worked hard to earn. And we are ready to put it to work for you.
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